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Riding into Your Mythic Life: 
Transformational Adventures with the Horse

Anyone who’s admired a horse galloping across a fi eld has stepped into their mythic life, 
if only for a moment. Horses by their very nature are mythic creatures — they represent in 
our collective imagination aspects of the human journey at its greatest. In Riding into Your 
Mythic Life, therapeutic riding instructor Patricia Broersma invites readers on an experiential 
journey of transformation with these powerful creatures.

Riding into Your Mythic Life offers horse enthusiasts and professionals, therapists, 
educators, and lay readers the opportunity to explore and expand human potential through 
powerful experiences with horses and mythology. These experiences teach skills for 
developing intuition, compassion, leadership, and ultimately for stepping into one’s greater 
life. They offer ways to explore the events of one’s life as a hero’s journey and to develop 
abilities to communicate with others more skillfully. They grow our awareness of subtle 
cues in oneself and others — both horses and people — and provide ways to orchestrate this 
awareness for a more joyful and effective life.

Broersma developed her own theories over the past twenty years of working with 
horses and children with special needs, as well as through a twelve-year series of horse 
camps for teenagers and weekend workshops for adults. The book brings together the 
author’s forty years of work with horses as a trainer and instructor, her studies in mythology 
and body-based healing modalities, and healing touch for horses and other animals. Riding 
into Your Mythic Life is based on the author’s experience with the remarkable people who 
have stepped into a larger life while partnering with equally remarkable horses. 

The author emphasizes the practical exploration of myth and partnership with horses, 
recognizing the larger patterns of one’s life, and developing one’s human skills with an 
outcome of celebration, empowerment, and greater joy. Readers are invited to reframe their 
lives into a larger vision through exercises with myth and horses, allowing for even painful 
events to contribute to moving ahead in one’s life with renewed commitment and enthusiasm.

Following a ten-year career as a horse trainer and instructor, Patricia (Trish) 
Broersma turned to therapeutic riding sixteen years ago. A certifi ed therapeutic riding 
instructor, she founded and directed a non-profi t therapeutic riding program in San Antonio, 
Texas, and went on to re-establish, direct, and act as head instructor for HOPE Equestrian 
Center in Ashland, Oregon. She is president of the Equine Facilitated Mental Health 
Association, a section of the North American Riding for the Handicapped, an organization for 
promoting standards of safety and professionalism in educational and mental health activities 
with horses. Her writing has appeared in Practical Horseman and other publications.
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A Talk With Patricia Broersma, author of 
Riding Into Your Mythic Life

What brought you to this fascination, this writing about horses and people and myth?

One of my earliest memories is of riding ponies around in a circle on warm summer nights at a 
dusty street corner in Oklahoma City. Then when I was eight or nine,  I met a Shetland pony and 
was determined to ride bareback.  I would climb up on her back over and over even though I fell off 
every time.  I recognized that she belonged to a species of four-legged creatures who were going to 
take me wherever I wanted to go, carry me riding out into the adventure of my own life. That was 
the beginning of my desire for partnership with horses.

Stories like the Lone Ranger, the Black Stallion, Smoky, Flicka and many others fed and molded 
my imagination.  As I gazed upon the long, fl at Oklahoma landscapes, I felt a thrill of excitement 
that a horse could help me answer the call of those far distant horizons. It was my earliest spiritual 
experience taking form out of the stuff of my surroundings and the stories that nourished my 
imagination. I was tapping into a deep personal passion that formed the signposts of my own life 
journey,  my own mythic life.  

Because of the adventures and experience of riding horses during  high school and my early college 
years, I felt empowered to step off the horse, and leap into graduate school, marriage, family, 
international community development work,  and a career I’d been told was impossible.

In graduate school, I majored in literature mostly because I came to the conviction that a good story 
held more wisdom and inspiration about life and people than anything else I had encountered in all 
my other liberal arts studies.

After a few years, I came back to teaching riding as a way to stay connected to that earlier passion, 
to allow that potent partnership with a horse to refuel my day to day life.  Through teaching my 
students I became aware of the power of the emotional and spiritual aspects of what can happen 
between a horse and a person. A child whose parents were struggling through a divorce found a 
lifeline of companionship with her horse. Another student regained his courage after a car accident 
had engendered a pervasive fearfulness and anxiety. Through my studies with Jean Houston and 
her articulation of the mythic level of the self, I understood the power that stories and horses had 
played in helping bring to consciousness my own mythic journey. I found ways to share that with 
my students. I wanted them to be aware of how, with a horse, they could ride into their own mythic 
lives. I wanted to fi nd ways for that experience to empower them for the rest of their lives. So, in 
addition to teaching them how to ride a horse, I developed ways for them to realize how a horse was 
leading them back to who and what they really are, to the wisdom that arises from their bodies in 
close, synchronous movement with a horse.  I became a registered therapeutic riding instructor as 
well as a licensed massage therapist and a national board member of the Equine Facilitated Mental 
Health Association, a section of the North American Riding for the Handicapped Association.



How did you get into therapeutic riding as opposed to so much easier work with people 
with no disabilities?

I heard about therapeutic riding at a time when I was seeking a way to share the benefi ts of 
horses with people who could most benefi t from the experience – those in urban settings without 
the funds to have a horse or even a few lessons on a horse.  In that search, I discovered that 
people with disabilities or disadvantages of all kinds could experience unparalleled benefi ts 
from riding. I quickly found that I had a deep affi nity for these people.  It appealed to me that 
their diffi culties fostered a kind of spiritual honesty and allowed them to lay bare their souls. 
Profoundly heartful and life-changing events took place for them and everyone associated with 
them. They and their families were clearly living fascinating and heroic lives in an amazing 
variety of settings. 

Some of my own able-bodied students led the way for me. One student, for instance, though 
physically healthy, had not begun to read when he started riding with me in fourth grade.  I 
didn’t know it at the time he started riding. A year later, his mother told me that she was 
convinced of the connection between her son’s new found ability to read and his horseback 
riding. Shortly after he began lessons, she said, he started to read for the fi rst time.  She did not 
connect the two for nearly a year when she noticed that his reading would plateau every time he 
took a break from riding and would accelerate again as soon as he began riding.  She felt that 
his riding gave him a kind of courage he needed, but also there was something more. Later I 
learned about the neurological integration that probably was happening for him then, too, but at 
the time it was clear, regardless of the reasons, that a horse was leading him into his greater life 
at a most fundamental level.   Through his story, along with others, I became excited at the far 
reaching possibilities in the setting of therapeutic riding where horses and people were paired 
for something more than merely learning the skills of riding.  

When you talk about “riding into your mythic life,”  what do you mean by mythic?

I am talking here about an aspect of every person’s life, that part that is coded in the old stories 
and is evoked by them.  One of these grand tales, for instance, Alexander the Great and his 
partner/horse Bucephalus, can inspire a young boy to form a transformational partnership with 
an abused stallion on a desert island, as in the novel and movie, The Black Stallion, a story that 
has come to anchor an amazing literacy project for young people in recent years, a program 
sponsored by the author’s son.

I experienced that same mythic dynamic at work in the experience of an eight- year-old 
boy referred to a therapeutic riding program by his teachers for his disruptive behavior and 
deteriorating school work.  He was paired with a pony new to the program who had experienced 
abuse and was shy and untrusting of people.  The boy saw mirrored in this pony his own abuse 
by his alcoholic father who had abandoned his mother and two younger brothers two years 
before.  With the help of his instructor, he began learning how to win the pony’s trust and learn 
about trust for himself as well.  Within weeks the pony willingly followed the boy through 
an obstacle course and allowed him to place a blanket on his back. He was encouraged to 
imaginatively create an adventure for himself and his pony as he traveled through those obstacle 
courses, where he took heroic roles for himself and his steed, searching out treasure, rescuing 
lost animals, and any number of adventures. His confi dence in himself soared during these 
imaginative times, for he was tapping into his own larger story in a way that empowered him to 



face diffi culties at home and school. During this time, he and his instructor shared the techniques 
with his mother that he learned for winning and maintaining trust so that she found new skills for 
managing her three sons.  Their home life was transformed, and she was able to take training to 
fi nd a job for the fi rst time. Her son was living out the patterns of mythic stories like Jack and the 
Beanstalk: in a landscape far from home, in this case with the help of a horse and some important 
mentors, he found a way to a better future for himself, bringing back the benefi ts of his experience 
to benefi t his family. 

Horses by their very nature are mythic creatures.  They are associated in our imaginations with 
great stories like The Black Stallion.  Shadowfax transports Gandalf into battle at the head of his 
legions in the epic Lord of the Rings.  Horses carried cowboys as well as Indians through daily 
adventures in the settling of the American West.  Just by being in their presence, we step for a 
moment into our own mythic lives, the place where our own high stories reside.  If you blow on 
the embers of that excitement of being with a horse, you fi nd that a vast inner and outer landscape 
unfolds for your own mythic life. 

This mythic aspect of the self is related to the deepest story of a person’s life, where a sense of 
high purpose resides and our deepest yearnings emerge for expression in day to day life.  Carl 
Jung paved the way for this understanding of ourselves through his work with archetypes and the 
collective unconscious.  In my experience there is a  dynamic and interactive relationship with 
this archetypal realm, so that we can now know it as more than a symbolic reference point for our 
psychological selves.  It is a place that potent stories point us to, where our lives are writ large, 
where we realize that we are accompanied by much larger realities than we ever before dreamed. 

We can all explore how we are living this larger story for ourselves.  You may fi nd it enlightening 
to think about how you as an interviewer are living the ancient role of Hermes, the Greek 
messenger god who helped people hear personal messenges from the higher divine realm, how 
your talents for communication have led you into work that has some high purpose of this sort. Or 
perhaps you identify with some other heroic character who energizes your professional life. 

What is the value of exploring your “mythic life?”

Courage and clarity of purpose are just two of many things that happen with this exploration. 
These come from getting back in touch with oneself, off of drugs or the other ways we have of 
self-medicating ourselves to avoid the pain of not living the life we were meant to live. When you 
tap into your personal passion and allow that passion to fi re the emergence of your own unique and 
deeper story, joy and wonder accompany you on your adventures, no matter how trying they may 
be.  All your warts and embarrassing secrets become elements of the grand tale of your life. 

Describe your “hero’s journey” work with at-risk teenagers.  

Groups of young women and young men from a residential treatment center found it a revelation 
to understand that they were living their own hero’s journey through their ten weeks of work with 
horses.  Their troubling family situations, drug use and other illegal activities that had landed them 
in the center as an alternative to jail time became elements of their own personal sacred theatre.  
Their time at the treatment center clearly became a call to adventure, the fi rst stage in the hero’s 
journey where a very ordinary character in any number of myths is called forth from an outmoded 
way of being, to face all kinds of challenges, gain a boon in the form of a treasure found or enemy 
defeated, and then bring the benefi ts back home.  Teens learning to work with a horse as their 



partner on this journey found that horses allowed them to learn skills of sensitive communication and 
respectful, cooperative leadership, the mythic qualities of the horse calling forth those same qualities 
for their own lives.  Instead of dominating the horse through forceful techniques that reduce a horse 
to a tool to be used for human purposes, they learned how to utilize more of their hidden capacities to 
respect the exquisite sensitivity of horses and communicate with them as fellow creatures.  In doing so, 
they contributed to a new myth for our times, becoming brave new global citizens, where people learn 
to communicate respectfully with one another in building the global community symbolized by our 
view of our beautiful blue planet earth from space. 
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Suggested Interview Questions for Patricia Broersma,
 Author of Riding Into Your Mythic Life

Following a ten-year career as a horse trainer and instructor, Patricia (Trish) Broersma turned 
to therapeutic riding sixteen years ago. A certifi ed therapeutic riding instructor, she founded 
and directed a non-profi t therapeutic riding program in San Antonio, Texas, and went on to re-
establish, direct, and act as head instructor for HOPE Equestrian Center in Ashland, Oregon. She 
has been a certifi ed instructor with North American Riding for the Handicapped for ten years and 
is currently entering her second term as a national board member and chairperson for member-ship 
and marketing of the Equine Facilitated Mental Health Association, a section of NARHA (North 
American Riding for the Handicapped) for promoting standards of safety and professionalism 
in educational and mental health activities with horses. Her writing has appeared in Practical 
Horseman and other publications.

• What brought you to this fascination, this writing about horses and people and myth?

• How did you get into therapeutic riding as opposed to so much easier work with people with 
no disabilities?

• When you talk about “riding into your mythic life,” what do you mean by mythic?

• What is the value of exploring your “mythic life?” 

• Describe your “hero’s journey” work with at-risk teenagers.  

• What did you learn from the teens when you were developing this work? 

• It seems like there was an experimental process with what you did with your students and 
horses.  What were you learning?

• What is it about you and horses—why not dogs or cats?

• Why is the mythic journey important?  Why not just do adventure-based activities or teach 
riding?

• Describe some of the practical applications—business, creative projects, relationships—of 
“riding into your mythic life.”

• How can your work be applied by someone who does not have a horse?
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Riding Into Who and What We Really Are: 
The Power of the Horse/Human Connection
By Patricia Broersma

For the past 80 years in the US, people with a wide variety of disabilities have explored new 
horizons from the back of a horse.  People in wheelchairs have learned to walk because the complex 
motion of their horses stimulated their nerves and muscles in the same complex rhythmic pattern 
of walking.  Children not speaking by the age of four or fi ve experience from that same motion the 
needed neurological integration for their fi rst spoken sentences.  Individuals with autism connect 
with a horse as a fi rst step for more connection with others in their environment.  This is the world 
of therapeutic riding and miracle stories abound in the barns and riding arenas of programs all 
across the world.  

In the past ten years, a new aspect of this work with horses has emerged.  Psychotherapists and 
educators have discovered the unparalleled benefi ts that horses bring to the hearts and minds of 
people seeking to live their lives out of a deeper aspect of themselves.  A psychotherapist working 
with adolescents who have committed homicide utilizes work with horses for their remarkable 
skill in mirroring the teens’ behavior for therapeutic interventions. A consultant in leadership 
development often takes corporate teams to a nearby horse facility for developing teamwork and 
leadership skills. Therapeutic riding instructors who previously had focused on their students’ 
physical issues are now addressing emotional and spiritual issues as well.  

In all of these instances, people are coming to honor the sentient nature of the special horses who 
work in these settings as skillful and important members of the professional team.  Instead of a tool 
utilized by the instructor, therapist or consultant, horses are increasingly emerging as beings who 
contribute signifi cant insights for healing interactions. This talent stems from their birthright of 
exquisite sensitivity to very subtle energy in their environment, necessary for their survival as prey 
animals.  Horses are experts, for instance, at detecting when a person is distracted by something 
that has preceded their arrival at the barn, often when the person is not even consciously aware of 
their state of dissonance.  Or they pick up and respond to hidden feelings like fear or anger that is 
typically not acknowledged in most social situations. 

When people engage in partnership with a horse with the intention of exploring these subtle talents, 
they have the opportunity to develop new aspects of themselves. They can develop a broader 
palette of communication skills and learn new approaches to utilizing power for collaborative, more 
effective outcomes. 

These benefi ts of the horse-human connection are not limited to people with disabilities or 
mental illnesses. They address some of the problematic conditions of modern life that we all 
confront. Often in today’s world that emphasizes competition, action and outcome, people become 
disconnected from who and what they really are. They may experience, for example,  a sense of 



self-betrayal by an affl uent American lifestyle. They leave their homes early to return late after a 
long daily commute, their communities resembling ghost towns during the day. These men and 
women lock themselves into jobs that pay their ever-escalating expenses but ignore the niggling 
desire to engage in the deeper journey that calls them to live a deeper story. Instead, the women 
develop breast cancer and take antidepressants, depending on their psychiatrists for emotional 
stability, while the men develop prostate cancer and suffer strokes. Yet, affl uence continues to 
have a hold on their imaginations, fed by the media’s encouragement of the acquisitive lifestyle. 
Stepping into any other lifestyle feels like failure by the standards of our culture. People feel 
caught between the promise of happiness in buying more, and the fear of failure, a place where a 
sense of desperation quietly tightens its fi rm grip on their health and their lives. They know that 
something is wrong but they do not know what to do about it. The story out of which they live their 
lives has become outmoded. Knowing that they were called to some adventure long ago and lost 
their way, they are stuck in the cultural trance of our times, living a story where they set forth with 
high intentions for life, only to fi nd that the way has been lost.

People in these kinds of situations increasingly are fi nding their way to horses where they fi nd 
that they can reclaim their larger story through a potent connection to their own creative sources.  
Whether it is through the local riding stable, a friend’s pasture, a psychotherapy session, or 
volunteer work at a therapeutic riding program, they fi nd a profoundly restorative aspect of their 
lives emerging. These people are not interested in entering the world of horse show competition.  
Rather, they are seeking a new perspective on their lives that returns them to places of deep 
sourcing within, where they can recognize the larger story of their lives begging to be lived. 

Partly because horses are associated in our imaginations with heroic tales, just by being in their 
presence, we step into our own larger, mythic lives however briefl y. When we pay attention to the 
innate wonder and excitement that we experience with a horse and allow those seeds to grow in 
our imaginations, the daily struggles of our day to day life become part of the grand drama of our 
deeper story, our own heroic journey, so to speak, where we have the leading role.  Horses become 
important partners and companions on the journey, keeping us in touch with our mythic selves. 

They do this through their particular talents in sensitive, subtle interaction, offering us a 
more intimate connection with the deeper story of our mythic lives. We can learn skills of 
compassionate, sensitive communication and other intuitive skills by developing the same 
attunement to subtle energies that horses demonstrate so well. When we take on the challenges of 
working in partnership with another species like a horse, we can learn new skills for working in 
other challenging partnerships and in situations of power.  We fi nd that horses evoke our own life 
writ large, connected to generative sources of creativity within.  

From that place we have the tools to address not only the problems of our own lives but also the 
core issues that surround global problems, like fear, shame, death, and denial.  From our deeper 
story we can more effectively develop action addressing world problems like global warming and 
HIV/AIDS.  Many of those engaged in leadership development on a global scale, like Jean Houston 
in her social artistry work and Monica Sharma of the United Nations, advocate the necessity of 
enabling people to connect to their creative, generative core self when working cooperatively 
in their countries to solve complex, global problems.  Programs and initiatives that are based on 
anything else, such as an activist dedication to solving problems, have consistently failed.  Rather, 
leading people to their commonality that goes beyond religious, cultural, and political differences, 
allows them to create programs of much greater success.  



Horses have consented to partner with humans for millennia – for work, competition, and sport.  Today, they 
are taking on a new evolutionary role with mankind as a new global consciousness emerges that requires us to 
respond to unprecedented challenges.  They take us back to who and what we really are – a place where we can 
source the creativity we need for building a new future. 

Patricia Broersma is president-elect of the Equine Facilitated Mental Health Association, a section of the North 
American Riding for the Handicapped, and a registered therapeutic riding instructor. 
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